Abstract-In this paper, we introduce DRIH-MAC, a distributed receiver-initiated medium access control protocol for communication among nanonodes in a wireless electromagnetic nanonetwork. DRIH-MAC is developed based on the following principles: 1) communication starts via the receiver with the goal of maximizing the energy utilization; 2) the distributed scheme for accessing the medium is designed based on graph coloring; and 3) communication scheduling works in coordination with the energy harvesting process. DRIH-MAC is based on a probabilistic scheme to create a scalable and light-weight solution, which minimizes collisions and maximizes the utilization of harvested energy, and can be used in a wide variety of applications. Through simulation experiments, we demonstrate the efficiency of DRIH-MAC in a sample medical monitoring application. In particular, DRIH-MAC can improve energy utilization by 50% as compared to a random MAC protocol. Furthermore, it can satisfy application requirements such as delay, even with low energy harvesting rates.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE advancement of nanotechnology promises a new era of nano scale devices with computation and communication capabilities [2] , [3] . These nanodevices can form a network of nanonodes, where each nanonode is composed of several nanomachines (e.g., nano-antenna, nano-memory, nanoprocessor, nanosensors, and energy storage) as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Each nanonode is in the range of nano to micro meters in size. A wide variety of emerging applications are envisioned for nanonetworks in the biological, medical, chemical, environmental, military, and industrial domains [3] .
The functionalities of nanonodes are realized only through communication. Nanosensors will collect useful information such as the presence of bacteria or molecules, which must be sent outside of their sensing environment for storage and additional processing. In other words, they will need to communicate between themselves as well as with nodes in micro and macro domain networks, such as gateways connected to a local area network. Among all possible communication methods (e.g., molecular, optical, or acoustic communications) for nanonodes, studies [2] show that electromagnetic communication in the 0.1-10.0 terahertz (THz) frequency band is a promising approach.
The tiny nanonodes will have a very limited energy storage capacity, probably in the form of ultra-nanocapacitors, which can only store enough energy for exchanging several hundred bits at a time [4] . Thus, a nanonode must harvest and store energy from ambient sources such as light, vibration, and biofuel. Nanoscale harvesting elements such as nanowires [5] , which enable harvesting from vibration, will provide the possibility of communication for nanonodes. The variability of the energy sources makes the protocol design quite challenging. For example, in the medium access control (MAC) layer, coordination between nanonodes is required to make sure that a nanonode receiver will have enough energy to receive packets from a nanonode transmitter during communication. The design of energy harvesting-aware protocols that aim to maximize the utilization of available energy differs from traditional energyaware protocols that aim to minimize the consumption of energy. In nanonetworks, the energy is renewed, but the amount of available energy at any instance is limited. Hence, tailored energy harvesting-aware protocols for nanonetworks are required.
Designing protocols for accessing the medium is difficult due not only to energy availability, but also to special properties of nanonodes and nanonetworks. First, in most applications, coordination is required among hundreds of nanonodes which are also limited in their processing capabilities, implying that complex protocols cannot be considered. Moreover, traditional MAC mechanisms such as message exchange or handshake for synchronization prior to data transfer should be minimized in order to reduce the energy consumption as well as to enable 2332-7804 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. Each nanonode can directly communicate with other nanonodes in the neighborhood, and these neighbors provide connections to other nanonodes in the network. Our novel contributions in DRIH-MAC are: (i) a probabilistic and distributed coordinated MAC protocol that employs receiver-initiated transmissions, distributed edge-coloring, and predictive energy estimation, in order to control medium access in a scalable and harvestingaware fashion; (ii) a MAC protocol that outperforms a random MAC protocol in maximizing energy utilization by 50%, thus resulting in better network performance; and (iii) a mac protocol that is applicable to a wide variety of nanonetwork applications. To demonstrate the characteristics of DRIH-MAC, we evaluate its performance in a sample medical monitoring application. Simulation experiments demonstrate that DRIH-MAC can help satisfy the application requirements such as delay, even with low energy harvesting rates.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model of nanonodes and characterizes the nanonetwork in which DRIH-MAC will be used. Section III describes the DRIH-MAC protocol in detail, while Section IV evaluates the distributed protocol through simulation experiments. Section V evaluates the performance of DRIH-MAC in a sample medial monitoring application. Related work is presented in Section VI, while conclusions are offered in Section VII with directions for future research.
II. SYSTEM MODELS
This section briefly introduces the underlying system models and assumptions as well as the application requirements for which DRIH-MAC is developed.
A. Communication Model
Nanonodes communicate in the 0.1-10 THz frequency band [3] , [4] , which results in a micro to millimeter communication range [3] , [15] . The nanonodes use pulse-based communication and Rate Division Time Spread On-Off Keying (RD TS-OOK) [16] as the modulation mechanism, where a logical 1 is transmitted as a femto-second long pulse, and a logical 0 is transmitted as silence. To recognize symbols (silence or pulse), the inter-symbol time is set to several hundred multiples of the symbol duration. Due to the short duration of symbols, providing time synchronization could be a challenge. However, RD TS-OOK does not need tight synchronization. The time between symbols (pulses or silence) is fixed and is much longer than the pulse duration. This way, no tight synchronization among the nanosensor devices is required all the time. Only some nano-devices will be synchronized after detecting an initialization preamble and only for the duration of a packet transmission [16] . A receiver architecture has been proposed in [17] to detect symbols based on a continuous-time moving average. This simple receiver architecture provides a symbol detection scheme for implementation on nanonodes and also relaxes the synchronization requirements. We assume such a scheme exits that enables synchronization for communication among nanonodes. 
B. Energy Model
Nanonodes need energy, mainly for their communication.
Due to the limited size of nanonodes, they rely on energy harvesting methods, which nanoscale harvesters are required. We assume ambient vibration [3] as the main method for energy harvesting for nanonodes. The amount of energy harvested at each timeslot follows a stochastic process. Moreover, we consider an ultra nano-capacitor with non-linear behavior as the energy storage of each nanonode [4] . We assume that the energy storage is ideal and there is no significant leakage. We also consider that all nanonodes follow a similar harvesting model and that they have the same energy consumption model.
C. Network Model
We consider an ad hoc network of non-mobile nanonodes, each communicating with its neighbors. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , nanonode A has nanonodes B and C as its neighbors. A nanonode cannot transmit and receive at the same time. Each nanonode is responsible for forwarding the traffic of its neighbors until it reaches the nano-controller. We develop a model that provides the flexibility of increasing or decreasing the data traffic forwarding rate. The forwarding model has been inspired by approaches for solving the flooding (broadcast storm) problem in ad hoc networks [18] , [19] . The policy for forwarding neighbors' traffic is guided by a probability of g G , where G is the number of neighbors and g can take values from the real set of numbers in (0..G]. Setting g = G implies that the probability of packet forwarding is equal to 1 and results in flooding.
D. Application Requirements
We assume that the applications for nanonodes can tolerate delays on the order of seconds. This assumption particularly applies to scenarios where the energy harvesting rate is lower than the consumption rate. In the THz band, the available bandwidth is very large (e.g., hundreds of gigabits per second). Therefore, the delay in packet transmission and propagation is on the order of picoseconds. The major delay imposed is from the time required to harvest enough energy to exchange packets. [4] and consumption model in [1] , [13] , [20] .
Furthermore, since applications are not loss-sensitive, we consider only a simple acknowledgement scheme and a limited number of retries for unsuccessful transmissions. This will be the main mechanism to compensate for packet loss due to molecular absorption. It also handles any loss due to collisions of packets. We reduce the probability of collisions as part of our MAC design as discussed in Section III. Moreover, we are assuming that the packets are generated at a constant rate.
III. RECEIVER-INITIATED ENERGY HARVESTING-AWARE MAC
Our communication model between nanonodes is receiverinitiated, and the time is divided into equal timeslots. In each timeslot, up to two packets could be exchanged. The receiver announces that it is ready to receive a packet by sending ready to receive (RTR) to one or more nanonodes. The recipient of the RTR packet may transmit a DATA packet accordingly. If required, the receiver can set a corresponding ACK field in the next RTR packet. Fig. 3 illustrates a sample sequence of RTR and DATA packets between a receiver (denoted as A) and a sender (denoted as B), with a possible corresponding scenario of energy consumption and harvesting. When the first RTR is transmitted by A, B does not receive it, which could be due to several reasons such as lack of energy or it is already communicating with another node. In the illustrated scenario the energy level of B is 0 pJ, so it cannot receive the RTR packet. During this slot, the two nodes harvest 0.05 pJ of energy. At the beginning of the next slot, the energy level of A is 0.45 pJ and that of B is 0.05 pJ. In the next slot, B receives the RTR packet, but does not transmit a DATA packet because of lack of energy (1 pJ is required). In the illustrated scenario, B does not transmit the DATA packet because it does not have enough energy, i.e., 1 pJ. During this slot, the two nanonodes harvest 2 pJ. Upon receiving the third RTR, B transmits a DATA packet and A receives it. This numerical example illustrates why coordination and scheduling of packet transmissions are required to avoid unsuccessful packet exchanges and therefore maximize the utilization of energy. The details of scheduling when to transmit and receive RTRs is part of RIH-MAC to be described in this section. The RTR packet, as illustrated in Fig. 4 , contains the node ID, destination ID (0 for broadcast), number of neighbors, maximum known degree, current amount of energy, mode of communication (centralized or distributed), and other fields that will be described in the reminder of this section.
There are two reasons for choosing the receiver-initiated communication model. First, in a centralized topology, the nanocontroller is responsible for the management of communication among nanonodes. Due to the higher energy budget of the nanocontroller and the need for more efficient usage of energy on the transmitter side, the receiver-initiated communication model moves the burden of energy consumption for the management of communication and packet handling to the nanocontroller. Furthermore, since it is assumed that there are abundant nanonodes, a significant fraction may not be able to transmit a packet at each time slot. So, the receiver-initiated method enables a fair traffic flow from different nanonodes without being concerned about the energy level of nanonodes.
Second, it is better to initiate communication only when it is most likely that the receiver will have enough energy to receive a packet. Otherwise, many transmissions would be unsuccessful because of a high possibility of the receiver not having enough energy. Note that handshaking may not be an efficient method for the small packet sizes that nanonodes can handle. However, there is still a need for scheduling, which is more complex for the distributed communication model. In the following, we will introduce our scheduling scheme for the distributed RIH-MAC protocol.
A. Graph Model
Our medium access method relies on the receiver-initiated principle and distributed scheduling for nanonodes, which is energy-efficient, energy-adaptable, lightweight, and scalable. Energy-adaptable means that the scheme is adaptable to various energy harvesting rates. Our scheme uses distributed scheduling for communication among nanonodes. Communication between a group of ad hoc formed nanonodes can be modeled as an edge-coloring problem, which is to determine the minimum number of colors needed to color the edges of a graph such that two edges incident on a common node do not have the same color. Each pair of nanonodes that are in the communication range of each other will have an edge between them. All incident edges of a node should have different colors. Each color represents the timeslot in which a nanonode can communicate with one of its neighbors.
The edge coloring problem is NP-complete, and by Vizing's theorem [21] , the minimum number of colors needed to edge color a graph is either its maximum degree or + 1. Most edge coloring solutions are centralized. Here, we are looking for a lightweight distributed solution. Among distributed solutions, we adopt the proposed solution in [22] that runs in O(log log n) rounds, where n is the number of nodes in the graph. The method finds a coloring solution for the problem with a high probability close to 1. Most of the other distributed and deterministic models such as [23] are more complex and also do not offer a significant performance improvement. However, this algorithm satisfies the simplicity and distributed properties that we require. When this scheme fails to color properly, it can be run again at a low cost. Note that even though a network of nanonodes will be mainly static, its formation and topology can be dynamic over time (due to failure of nanonodes, or adding or removing some nanonodes), and therefore coloring will need to be run again.
We color a graph with (1 + ) colors, for any positive <1. Our distributed edge coloring algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Each edge w = (u, v) between two arbitrary nanonodes u and v is initially given a palette of (1 + ) colors. This palette is recorded locally at each nanonode. The formation of this palette is also done through receiving and transmitting some initial RTR packets where no DATA packets are sent in reply. A new nanonode that has no color assigned for its edges will transmit zero in the color field of its RTR packet. The main coloring process occurs in rounds. In each round, each uncolored edge independently picks a tentative color uniformly at random from its current palette. If no other edges of nodes u and v are using this color, it is picked as the final color of edge w. Otherwise, the coloring of this edge will be tried again in the next round. At the end of each round, the palettes are updated in the obvious way: colors successfully assigned are deleted from the current palette. The duration of each round would be equal to the exchange of RTR packets to announce the selected colors and receiving the selected colors from neighbors. Therefore, to reach the agreement or disagreement on a color with all neighbors through RTR packets, at most + 1 timeslots are required for each round with the assumption of no RTR packet failure. More rounds are required for these circumstances. A colored graph is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Colors are also labeled with numbers.
We consider the performance of edge coloring when several nanonodes with a communication range of 10 mm are distributed uniformly in a cube of size 100 × 100 × 10 mm. Fig. 6 shows the probability of successful coloring of the graph for various values of . As can be seen for all values, the probability of success is more than 99%, and the higher , the higher the probability of successful coloring.
B. An Illustrative Example
Fig. 7 depicts the number of rounds required until all edges are colored properly. Clearly, for a higher number of nanonodes, it takes more rounds to color, but it still is a reasonable number of rounds. Recall that the duration of one round is equal to the length of 2 · ( + 1) timeslots. Since the duration of RTR packets is very short, the scheme converges quickly, e.g., less than one nanosecond in the scenario with no energy limit and 256 nanonodes. After coloring, we need to specify the communication direction between two nanonodes on the link between them. One way to schedule the direction of communication is to extend the coloring algorithm to assign two colors per edge. However, since we assume a nanonode cannot transmit and receive at the same time, it would be similar to switching between the transmission and reception states, consecutively.
For simplicity, we assume consequent changes of the communication direction as shown in Fig. 8 . A node with a lower ID, here alphabetically ascending, sends in the first slot and receives in the following slot for each link. For example, for the link with color 2 between nodes B and C, first B plays the role of sender at slot 3 (depicted as 2S) and C plays the role of receiver (depicted as 2R). In the next slot (slot 4), B receives (depicted as 2R) and C transmits (depicted as 2S). Recall that the exchange of RTR and DATA packets occurs in each timeslot with the receiver initiating. Note that slots 7 and 8 are not used by B and C. It may appear to be a waste of slots, however, this is the cost for communication without collision. We call these eight timeslots a cycle, which is repeated over and over.
By exploiting the coloring mechanism, DRIH-MAC avoids collisions due to concurrent transmissions and is preferred over random access methods. First, the generated data rates of nanonodes are similar to each other, so there is no need to provide more access to the medium for one nanonode over another. Second, although there could be timeslots in DRIH-MAC which are not used by nodes with fewer neighbors, it is acceptable in scenarios where the energy harvesting rate is lower than the consumption rate, because some slots eventually will not be utilized due to lack of energy. An optimum energy consumption mechanism can coordinate its communication schedule with these empty slots to maximize energy and timeslot utilization. We describe this further in the next subsection.
C. Coordinated Energy Consumption Schedule
After the coloring of the graph is done, the proposed DRIH-MAC protocol can be executed stand-alone if there is no energy limitation on nanonodes. However, a coordinated energy consumption schedule (CECS) between two communicating nanonodes is required to achieve the highest performance. When there is no such coordination, many RTR packets would be sent with no DATA packet response. Similarly, transmitters may listen to receive RTR packets but receive no RTR packets due to lack of energy at the receiver side to transmit the RTR packet. In both scenarios, energy is wasted. Therefore, the CECS scheme tries to predict the energy level of each neighbor nanonode as well as their next consumption model to avoid these situations. Since the process of energy harvesting for neighbor nanonodes is not known exactly, CECS would be predictive. However, as we will show, the prediction developed in CECS still improves energy consumption significantly.
We assume that all nanonodes follow a similar harvesting model. The amount of available energy is received from each neighbor through RTR packets, which also contain the number of neighbors. We assume nanonodes have a policy that specifies how much energy to spend per level of energy for each neighbor. An optimum policy can be solved by modeling the problem as a Markov decision process, and then the offline result can be stored as a lookup table [9] , [24] . The different levels of available energy define the states of the stochastic process. Harvesting energy transits the node's state to a state with a higher level of available energy. Also, for each state, an optimum policy indicates the amount of energy to be used for communication with neighbors. In general, the optimum policy specifies higher energy consumption amounts for states with higher amount of available energy. Likewise, lower energy consumption is assigned for lower energy states.
Once there is an optimum energy consumption policy, we define the amount of energy consumption per cycle. For example, in Fig. 5 for nanonode B with 3 neighbors, if, at an arbitrary cycle C i , the optimal policy determines that only two packets can be received from the neighbors, CECS indicates the policy 2, Table II (a) presents a sample pattern for node B. At cycle C i , the selected policy for node B would be policy number 2 as shown in Table II(b) . Next, at cycle C i+1 , based on the amount of energy, the oprimal policy selects another pattern, for example policy 1 in Table II(c). To provide a fair data flow among all neighbors, the selected pattern rotates at the end of each cycle. For example, the pattern for policy 2 after rotation would be 0 1 1 at cycle C i+1 , and remains until the next selection of policy 2, after which the pattern will rotate again. All nanonodes will use the same pattern for different levels of energy. Table III shows the pattern for nodes with four and five links. Although nanonodes follow the same pattern, they will be independent in their own rotation. The rotation offset number for each nanonode is transferred in the RTR packets. Moreover, the patterns for transmission and reception are independent. A receiver decides to transmit its RTR if it predicts that the transmitter is scheduled to receive the RTR based on the previous received rotation offset number. However, since this prediction can be incorrect, some RTRs may still be wasted, and consequently no DATA reply is received. This is avoidable only if the nanonodes decide about their energy consumption optimization model together, which seems to be implementable only with methods having significant overhead such as periodic status update packet exchange. Therefore, here we do not evaluate such a solution.
At each timeslot of a cycle, the transmitter waits to receive a RTR from the receiver, only if based on the pattern, it is expecting a RTR from the receiver. Similarly, a receiver will transmit a RTR only if based on the transmitter pattern, it predicts that the transmitter will be waiting for a RTR to send its DATA. Note that these controls and predictions are simple enough to run on a nanonode. Through this method, the transmitter does not consume energy for the reception of RTR when one is not sent. Also, the receiver will not transmit any RTR if it predicts that the transmitter is not scheduled to receive the RTR and send a DATA packet.
A detailed analysis that ensures the existence of slots in which both the transmitter and receiver will be scheduled to send and receive at the same time can be found in Appendix A. Briefly, it can be described as follows. When the transmitter and receiver do not happen to be in 1 of their pattern at the same timeslot, they will jump into other states of energy due to changes in energy consumption and harvesting. Therefore, they will go to another state and pattern where they will eventually exchange packets. To make it clearer, we also show the measurements in simulation results, which numerically analyze the performance of CECS.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We ran several simulation experiments in ns-3 to evaluate the performance of DRIH-MAC. For our simulation, we modified and enhanced the Nanosim module [25] , which enables simulation of electromagnetic nanonetworks in ns-3. The major modifications were applied to the energy module and channel model. Nanonodes have harvesters that follow the harvesting model developed in [4] . To evaluate the effect of harvesting rate, we characterize the harvesting rate as a probability distribution function, where it is discretized to adapt to the simulation environment. Each nanonode has an ultra-nanocapacitor as the energy storage with a capacity of 100 picojoules.
Nanonodes are considered to be operating in an environment with 10% water vapor with the corresponding channel path loss model [4] in the 100-300 GHz frequency band. Energy consumption is modeled as 1 femtojoule for the transmission of each pulse and 0.1 femtojoule for the reception of each pulse [4] , [13] , [20] . The size of packets is selected based on our previous work [26] , where we model and find the optimum packet size for several optimization functions. In these experiments, we set the size of RTR packets to 25 bytes and the size of DATA packets to 250 bytes. There is always a back-log of packets ready in a queue to transmit. In this scenario, nanonodes are distributed uniformly in a cube of size 100 × 100 × 10 mm. 
A. Overhead of Distributed Coloring
Coloring the graph has an overhead in terms of energy consumption and delay when compared with a centralized solution of RIH-MAC. As described in Section III, it will take several rounds for the graph to be colored. The number of rounds does not significantly change with an increase in the number of nanonodes. The required energy for this operation is about 6 pJ per node for a nanonetwork with 300 nanonodes. Although this energy is not significant, depending on the energy harvesting rate, it may take several seconds to harvest the required energy for this purpose. Fig. 9 illustrates the delay in coloring a nanonetwork. As viewed, the delay could be more than 2 minutes when the energy harvesting rate of 1 pJ/s is considered for a network of 256 nanonodes.
B. Coordinated Energy Consumption Schedule (CECS)
To evaluate the performance of CECS, we define the following metric.
where RTR c is the number of RTRs with a successful DATA response, RTR u is the number of RTRs which are not heard by the targeted sender due to lack of energy, and RTR w is the number of RTRs which are received, but cannot be replied to due to lack of energy. Note that for CECS RTR w = 0 since a nanonode will not listen to RTRs if it knows that it will not have energy for transmission. Fig. 10 illustrates the performance of CECS in comparison to the scenario where there is no scheduling of the transmission of RTRs. CECS achieves close to 100% success as the harvesting rate increases. The no-CECS case has a slower slope of improvement. The RTR success percentage is independent of the number of nanonodes as illustrated in Fig. 11 .
In general, as the harvesting rate is increased, RTR_Success becomes closer to 100% because the energy would exist at all times, and RTR u becomes zero. This observation can also be seen in Fig. 12 , where the no-CECS scheme becomes closer to the CECS faster for the lognormal distribution of energy arrival as compared to the exponential distribution used in Fig. 10 . Next, we measure the fairness index for communication with neighbors. Let x i represent the number of successful packet exchange with ith neighbor, then the fairness index for communication with n neighbors is defined as
As shown in Fig. 13 , CECS achieves a better fairness index than the random selection of neighbors at each cycle. Furthermore, it can be observed that with an increase in the harvesting rate, fairness is increased, which actually occurs because of a more successful chance of message reception. The fairness index, in- deed, confirms that not only will CECS result in communication between a nanonode and all of its neighbors, but it will do so in a balanced fashion.
C. Capacity Utilization
In this experiment, we want to evaluate the performance of DRIH-MAC with a random (receiver-initiated without CECS) MAC protocol to evaluate the utilization of energy with varying harvesting rates. In this scenario, a node will transmit RTR packets constantly. That is, immediately after the reception of the corresponding DATA packet, it will transmit the next RTR and so on. Clearly, with lack of energy for either the transmission or reception, the packet transfers will not occur. Energy is utilized properly only if a transmitted packet is received. Therefore, the utilization is defined as
where Recv represents the number of successful receptions and Recv max represents the number of receptions for the maximum harvesting rate. As shown in Fig. 14 , DRIH-MAC outperforms a random transmission of packets. The difference is higher for a moderate harvesting rate, i.e., 5 to 50 pJ/s. In this scenario, there are no collisions between these two nanonodes.
To investigate the effect of collisions where there is more than one neighbor, we evaluate a scenario where 100 nanonodes are distributed uniformly in a cube of 1 × 1 × 0.05 cm 3 . The utilization U is illustrated in Fig. 15 . DRIH-MAC again performs better than the random transmission of packets, with a utilization more than 10% higher than the random protocol. In this scenario, the utilization is reduced for the random protocol since there is no coordination for transmissions among neighbor nanonodes. Fig. 16 illustrates the energy utilization for various numbers of nanonodes. With an increase in the density of the network, more collisions among simultaneous transmission occurs due to the existence of hidden terminals. Consequently, the energy utilization drops with the increase in the number of nanonodes. However, DRIH-MAC still outperforms the Random protocol. One interesting observation is that the DRIH-MAC protocol performance for the energy harvesting rate of 10 pJ/s is very close to the performance of the Random protocol with a higher energy harvesting rate, i.e., 25 pJ/s. This observation represents the efficiency of DRIH-MAC in energy utilization.
V. DRIH-MAC IN MEDICAL APPLICATIONS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of a basic application with the protocols and schemes we have developed so far. We evaluate the performance of a medical monitoring application in which nanonodes transfer their measurement of intra and/or on body phenomena to the micro and macro domains through a nanocontroller. This application is representative of a large category of nanonode applications. We evaluate the deployment of DRIH-MAC for a particular application, but DRIH-MAC is a general MAC protocol that could be used in many applications with similar energy models and application requirements, as long as the proper design selection of system parameters are met in terms of number of nanonodes, energy storage capacity, and energy harvesting rate. For example, we believe our techniques could be used in IoT, environment monitoring, and plant monitoring applications. Here, we show this design for a particular blood monitoring application that can help the diagnosis, prevention, and cure of many diseases such as diabetes, blood pressure disorders, and various infections.
The scenario is as follows. The nanonodes are distributed in the veins along the arm. The number of nanonodes required for effective measurement depends on the fabrication of devices and required measurement accuracy. However, with artery diameters between 0.5-10 mm and nanonodes of 10 μm, there could be 1-10 nanonodes at each point, with the assumption that nanonodes do not occupy more than 0.5-1% of artery diameter, to avoid interference with blood flow. We assume a network of 300 nanonodes uniformly distributed in an area of 30 × 10 × 10 cm 3 . Moreover, we consider nanonodes to be operating in an aqueous environment since between 50-70% of human body is composed of water. Refer to Appendix B for the derivations of path loss in an aqueous environment.
The nanonodes sense various blood components, such as glucose or cholesterol. There is one nanocontroller that will gather results and send them to the interface outside of the body. The nanocontroller has higher energy storage, 300 pJ, and can harvest energy at the maximum harvest rate of 20 pJ/s. It is assumed that the nanonodes will harvest energy from the motion of the body. Various parts of the body can generate vibrations over a wide range of rates, e.g., from 1 Hz (person tapping his foot) to more than 300 Hz (person running) [27] , [28] . Considering the nanowire energy harvester model [4] , these vibration rates will result in energy harvesting rates of approximately 0.2 to 10 pJ/s. The other parameters of our scenario are presented in Table IV .
Not all nanonodes can communicate directly with the nanocontroller. Therefore, they are responsible for forwarding the traffic of other nanonodes towards the nanocontroller. The main metric to evaluate the performance of DRIH-MAC is to show the delay in receiving recent blood monitoring information. We are assuming that this information is required at least every 5 seconds. Fig. 17 illustrates the delay corresponding to various energy harvesting rates. As can be seen, for any energy harvesting rate larger than the 0.5 pJ/s, the delay would be less than 5 seconds for DRIH-MAC while the energy harvesting must be 1 pJ/s for random MAC to achieve delay less than 5 seconds. Notice again this delay is mainly due to the waiting time to harvest enough energy for communication.
Increasing the number of nanonodes would reduce the delay in delivering the blood monitoring information as illustrated in 18 . This reduction is due to the fewer number of hops that a packet would travel to reach the destination.
VI. RELATED WORK
There exists a large body of literature on MAC protocol design for sensor networks [29] and pulse-based Ultra-WideBand (UWB) networks [30] . However, these MAC protocols cannot directly be used in nanonetworks because they do not consider either the limitations of nanodevices (i.e., limited processing capacity, limited memory, limited energy storage), energy harvesting, or the characteristics of the Terahertz band. The main limitation of nanodevices results from the limited energy that can be stored in nano-batteries or nano-capacitors. Therefore, energy harvesting-aware protocols are required. Recently, energy harvesting-aware designs for sensor networks have been studied. However, most of the studies cannot be applied to nanonetworks. First, the energy storage of nanonodes is limited while in the previous works it is mainly considered infinite or extremely large. Second, most of the schemes (e.g., [6] , [7] ) are too complex to run on nanonodes. Finally, the energy harvesting rate is usually considered very close the consumption rate in previous work. However, in nanonetworks, the harvesting rate for most energy sources is likely to be smaller than the energy consumption rate. Moreover, the majority of the existing MAC protocols for wireless networks have been designed for bandlimited channels. In nanonetworks, the THz channel provides nanodevices with an almost 10 THz wide window. Furthermore, carrier-sensing techniques in classic MAC protocols cannot be used in pulse-based communication systems since there is no carrier for sensing. Only some solutions [30] proposed for Impulse Radio Ultra Wide Band (IR-UWB) networks could be considered, but their complexity limits their usefulness in the nanonetworks. Moreover, the characteristics of the THz band as well as the limited processing capabilities of nanodevices are the major factors that necessitate the redesign of protocols for nanonetworks.
Receiver-initiated protocols have been investigated in duty cycle sensor networks [31] , [32] . However, those methods cannot be used directly for energy harvesting environments due to the stochastic properties of energy harvesting. Moreover, it is not clear how much these receiver-initiated protocols can be effective in energy harvesting-aware protocols. In our work proposed in this paper, we investigated the use of receiverinitiated protocols for energy-harvesting nanonetworks.
Protocol design for nanonetworks is still in its early stages. In our previous work [26] , we introduced an optimization model to find the optimal values for packet size, code weight, and repetition. We designed a multiobjective function problem to address several functions such as energy consumption, end to end delay, and communication reliability. In [12] , the authors proposed PHLAME, which mainly focuses on applying the optimal values of code weight and repetition for packet transmission to address energy consumption and reliability. The performance of the proposed protocol is analytically studied in terms of energy consumption, delay, and achievable throughput by using models of the THz channel. However, the implementation feasibility and energy efficiency evaluation of the method are still open questions. Later, an energy harvesting-aware and light-weight MAC protocol was proposed in [13] . This protocol attempts to achieve fair throughput and optimal channel access among nanosensors that are controlled by a nanocontroller, representing a centralized topology. Towards this end, the critical packet transmission ratio is defined, which is the maximum allowable ratio between the transmission time and the energy harvesting time. A nanosensor has to harvest more energy than it consumes to reach perpetual data transmission. Our proposed protocol, DRIH-MAC, in contrast with previous MAC protocols for nanonetworks, is a receiver-initiated protocol that can adapt itself to various energy harvesting rates.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described a receiver-initiated MAC protocol for electromagnetic wireless nanonetworks. Nanonodes in such a network rely on energy harvesting to supply energy for their communication. Our distributed receiver-initiated protocol, DRIH-MAC, takes into account the energy harvesting properties of nanonodes that form an ad hoc network. DRIH-MAC is scalable with the increase in the number of nanonodes and also leads to a low number of collisions. This protocol is adaptable to be deployed in a large variety of nanonetwork applications, where delay and packet loss are not hard requirements for quality of service. We evaluated the performance of DRIH-MAC and compared it against a random MAC protocol in the context of a medical monitoring application. Simulation results showed that DRIH-MAC utilized energy better.
In the future, we will investigate the use of DRIH-MAC in other applications such as Internet of Nano-Things [33] or a network of nano-robots [34] . Both the traffic model and application requirements are different in these nanonetwork applications. A potential solution could be a hybrid design of centralized and distributed topologies to address the needs of such networks. Moreover, nodes in these nanonetworks would have more mobility. Therefore, extending DRIH-MAC to support these scenarios is another future research direction.
APPENDIX A CECS FUNCTIONALITY
Here, we analyze and prove how CECS ensures packet exchange between a receiver and transmitter although they have not scheduled communication during one particular time slot. The proof follows two steps. We first show that there exists a probability for being in any of the levels for a policy, and then show that the probability is non-zero for two nanonodes using the patterns resulting in packet exchanges.
A. Energy Harvesting and Consumption Processes
The energy harvesting and consumption processes can be modeled as a Markov chain, which we denote as M. For each nanonode, energy harvesting follows a random variable, while energy consumption is defined based on a set of available actions on how much energy is to be consumed. We consider a discrete time model, in which the time is slotted into intervals of unit length. In timeslots of a cycle, some energy is harvested and added to the energy storage, and similarly some energy is consumed and deducted from the energy storage based on the consumption scheme. We assume that the energy storage is ideal and there is no significant leakage.
We denote the system states by S = S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S s , where s = C + 1 for energy storage of capacity C · E min units of energy, E min denotes the unit of energy, e.g., 1 pJ.
It is assumed that there are always packets ready for transmission. Being in the transmitter and receiver roles, will consume E tx and E rx units of energy, respectively, to exchange a DATA packet and a RTR packet. The consumption strategy of a nanonode, i.e., the number of times being the transmitter and receiver per cycle, is denoted as a (i,j) , for i, j ≥ 0, which is selected from A = a (0,0) , a (1, 0) , a (0, 1) , a (1, 1) ,
The action a (i,j) corresponds to being the receiver for i times and the transmitter of j times in the cycle, where the sum of the energy consumption, denoted as E k , cannot exceed the maximum consumption per cycle, E c , 0 The probabilities of transferring between states depend on the current state, the amount of energy harvested, and the action taken. Formally, the state transitions can be written as
and j is specified as
where
The value of j represents the energy state after the harvesting of h u units and consumption of E k units of energy for action a k taken. The condition E k < i limits the actions which can be taken to avoid consuming more energy than is harvested and stored. The condition i + h u ≤ s limits the harvested energy to the available capacity of energy storage. When j = 1, the system falls into the out of energy state, i.e, the node has consumed all of energy that it has stored and harvested. When j = s, the system falls into the full energy state, i.e., even after consumption, the system has stored and harvested up to the capacity C. Now, we show that this Markov chain for the energy harvesting and consumption is ergodic, which means it would have a stationary solution. 
B. Markov Chain Properties and Relation With CECS
Theorem A.5: The probability of two neighbor nanonodes being in the 1 of their CECS scheduling pattern simultaneously is non-zero.
Proof: Consider two arbitrary nanonodes are not in their first state at same time and they are in states i and j respectively, with their corresponding patterns denoted as r i and r j . The rotation of patterns means that the probability of being in any rotation offset of a pattern would be
where l is the number of neighbors for a nanonode. We define this probability for nanonodes i and j as p r i and p r j , respectively. Let us define V as the event that two nanonodes are in 1 s of their CECS scheduling pattern simultaneously. Next, we can write
If two nanonodes are in their first states at the same time, then the probability that they will not stay there in the future would be because π 1 = 1. Therefore, they will go to two other states and then Equation (4) will apply to them.
APPENDIX B CALCULATION OF PATH LOSS IN AQUEOUS ENVIRONMENT
Here, we calculate the path loss in an aqueous environment. Path loss consists of two main components: absorption loss and free space propagation loss. We present the calculation of these losses in the 0.1-10 THz in an aqueous environment.
For liquids, transmittance is related to absorbance A (not to be confused with absorptance) as
where I is the intensity of radiation (after transmission through liquid) and I 0 is the intensity of radiation before it passes through the material. Similarly, the transmission (transmissivity) is given by
where d represents the distance and α is the attenuation coefficient. From (6) and (7), it can be written A = α · d · log (10) . The value of α is α = 4·π·k λ 0 · d, where λ 0 is the vacuum wavelength (the wavelength of the light in free space), and k is the imaginary part of the refractive index. The refractive index of materials varies with the wavelength. In opaque media, the refractive index is a complex number, where the real part describes refraction, and the imaginary part accounts for absorption.
The attenuation coefficient (α) can be approximated with the absorption coefficient. We used the values of the absorption coefficient, collected by Segelstein [35] , [36] , to calculate the absorption loss in dB. We plot the absorption loss in Fig. 19 for 0.1-1 THz and distances up to 5 cm.
As shown, the absorption loss is less than 100 dB in less than 1 cm. Also, for lower frequencies, e.g., 100-300 GHz, the absorption loss would be under 10 dB. Note that fat and muscles have lower attenuation values [37] . Therefore, the calculations here are valid for inside the body communication.
Free-space propagation loss is another parameter that affect the effective range of communication. The free-space propagation loss is defined as
where f is the frequency of interest, d is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver, and c is the speed-of-light in a vacuum. The free space propagation loss in dB can be represented as Combining the absorption loss and propagation loss shows that communication in water would only be possible in centimeter distances. Fig. 21 represents the total loss (sum of absorption and free-space loss) for various distances at 100 GHz and 300 GHz. As can be viewed the loss would be less than 100 dB at distance less than 0.5 m. 
